This paper questions again the conventional theory of neutron scattering on proteins, termed as the "spatial motion" model (SMM) using Van Hove correlation functions, assuming that scattering reflects mainly density fluctuations. The alternative is to invoke scattering via a push mechanism of energy-momentum exchange between sample and neutron by diffusion within an energy landscape (ELM). This paper deals specially with the Q-dependence of the elastic intensity versus the temperature.
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There are several misconceptions about the scattering process ( Lit. Squires, thermal neutron scattering) 1) "in the simplest case SMM assumes a Gaussian for "the elastic intensity":
It is concluded that equ. 1 must be wrong, since n-p scattering is isotropic, thus the scattering function should be Q-independent. This assumes an incoherent static superposition of waves from independent scattering centers, which is true only at zero temperature, neglecting zero point vibrations. At finite temperatures equ. 1 denotes the zero frequency component of structural fluctuations (the Lamb-Mössbauer factor exp(-2W(Q)), resulting from the self-interference of waves from each center, which is associated with spatial displacements and the angular dependence of scattering in momentum space. Equ. 1 further assumes isotropic displacements, since the Q-vector has been replaced by a scalar, the factor 1/3 reflects isotropic averaging. The Gaussian function results from a harmonic inelastic process, vibrations or local diffusive displacements, which leads to a decrease of the elastic intensity with Q, while the inelastic intensity increases for compensation, called the sum rule (Squires). .
2) The elastic line and the inelastic line are thus not assigned to different processes as postulated. They reflect one and the same spatially constrained process (vibration, rotational transition, local jumps but not unconstrained diffusion). This particular property of SMM is quite essential and is not obtained with ELM.
3) In the case of over-damped motions, the linewidth of the broad band, centered at  = 0, indeed reflects the relaxation time of the process and does not lead to "unphysical fast life times" as postulated in the paper. For underdamped vibrational motions, the "broad band" is centered a  > 0, and its width reflects the vibrational density of states, it is indeed in-homogenous but different from what is postulated in fig. 1b . 4) Equ. 1 also predicts that the elastic intensity is temperature independent at Q = 0. Their most important result is the temperature-dependent value of the elastic intensity extrapolated to Q = 0 (arrows). Fig. 5a ) shows the original data of Nakagawa et al. which were normalized to the lowest temperature. Frauenfelder has denormalized the fig. 5 a) data somehow as shown I fig. 5 b) . The supposedly real data displays a Q  0 intensity decreasing with the temperature (arrows).
Thus the dynamical structure factor at Q = 0, depends on the temperature: S(Q = 0, T). This effect is interpreted as prove of the Frauenfelder energy landscape model (ELM).
can be used for extrapolation to zero Q. Taken together this yields at best qualitative information, even the most sophisticated software cannot remove this restriction. The extrapolated elastic fraction is given in fig. 2 as S(Q = 0, T) . That the elastic intensity decreases with temperature even at zero Q has been observed previously with back-scattering instruments. It is usually removed by normalization ( fig. 2 a) . With conventional scattering theory one has for the dynamical structure factor at zero frequency: S(Q , ω = 0) = EISF(Q) (ω), the elastic incoherent structure factor times a delta function with
G(r, t) denotes the density correlation function, which is normalized for reasons of particle conservation, it follows: EISF(Q = 0) ≡ 1. Thus, in single scattering theory there can be no T-dependence of the elastic scattering function at Q = 0. Do we need a new theory, is HF right? Most likely not, since multiple scattering effects predict such a decline with T even at Q = 0. Second scattering produces a noticeable Q-independent background, which decreases with the temperature (Cusack, Doster, Biophys.J. 1990, 58,243 A very important parameter of a neutron scattering experiment is the transmission coefficient, which is again rarely published: Tr = exp( -0r0) (3) With r0 being the thickness of the sample along the wave vector k0 and 0 is the total scattering probability integrated over all energies and directions. For various sample geometries, M. Bee (Quasi-elastic neutron scattering) has calculated the transmission due to multiple scattering (p. 107ff) according to the theory of Sears. For often used (infinite) slap samples, we have performed the respective calculations up to third order scattering, which is shown in fig. 3 assuming only elastic scattering.
